RESOLUTIONS

1. We, the members of AMCBT, wish to offer recognition and gratitude to Dr. Raymond J. Hannapel of the National Science Foundation for his contribution to our annual meeting this year. The time and effort contributed for our benefit is greatly appreciated.

2. A second thanks goes to Dr. Jerry J. Nelsen who took the time from his schedule at the Department of Energy to attend our annual meeting and address our membership with an informative and enjoyable presentation. His time and effort contributed to our organization and is greatly appreciated.

3. A thanks of enormous magnitude goes to Loras College - its president, Dr. Pasquale Di Pasquale, Jr., and his staff who contributed their time and facilities for the benefit of our membership.

4. Our deepest appreciation and gratitude goes to the members of AMCBT who made this meeting possible - the organizers whose time and effort cannot be measured:
   - our President, Joe Kapler, the Program Chairman, Austin Brooks, and the Local Arrangements Chairman, Ed Cawley
   - all members who contributed to our group meetings
   - all the organizations who displayed their scientific apparatus and materials for our benefit.

5. Now, a resolution of a most serious nature must be presented to the membership who must be made aware of a new concept in education at the elementary and early secondary levels called "Back to the Basics". These programs may allow students to select and therefore avoid unpopular courses which, in turn, can be de-emphasized through their early education. Such courses include Earth Science, Chemistry and Physics. How sad it is when early education becomes a supermarket without these young individuals really knowing the price of their loss.

Therefore, be it resolved that AMCBT supports a general education in early grades which includes a curriculum of diversified topics including all the sciences as the student proceeds through the various levels of the educational process.
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